Browsing books is a great way to get inspired, find images + discover new designers. Be sure to browse our **oversized + regular-sized stacks** on the second floor of Hagerty Library.

Questions? Reach out to Shannon at smr87@drexel.edu.

**G Geography / Anthropology / Recreation**
- **GT499** Personal Beauty
- **GT589** Costume, 1790-1815
- **GT595** Costume, 1816-1899
- **GT596** Costume, 1900-
- **GT600-1600** Dress by Region or Country
- **GT1855** Sportswear
- **GT2060** Dresses
- **GT2077** Swimwear
- **GT2110** Hats
- **GT2130** Footwear (Shoes)
- **GT2180** Handbags
- **GT2250-2282** Jewelry + Accessories

**NK Decorative Arts**
- **NK4870-4890** Accessories + Jewelry
- **NK8800-9505** Textiles + Art Needlework

**TR Photography**
- **TR679** Fashion Photography

**TS Manufacturers**
- **TS940** Leather + Tanning
- **TS1060** Furs
- **TS1300** Textile Industry

**TT Handicrafts**
- **TT505-506** Fashion Designers
- **TT509** Drawing + Illustration
- **TT520** Patternmaking (Women)
- **TT590** Patternmaking (Men)
- **TT617** Menswear
- **TT635** Children's Clothing
- **TT699-805** Sewing + Needlework
- **TT819-825** Knitting